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● Model performance depends strongly on:
1. Batch size

2. Learning rate schedule
3. Number of training epochs

● Many authors have sought to develop rules of                                                                                
thumb to simplify hyper-parameter tuning

● No clear consensus

SGD Crucial to Success of Deep Networks
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Key questions

1) How does SGD behave at different batch sizes?

2) Do large batch sizes generalize poorly?

3) What is the optimal learning rate for train vs. test performance?

Previous papers have studied some of 
these questions, but often reach 

contradictory conclusions.

We provide a rigorous empirical study. 



Key questions

1) How does SGD behave at different batch sizes?

2) Do large batch sizes generalize poorly?

3) What is the optimal learning rate for train vs. test performance?

Yes
(may require very large batches)

Optimal learning rate on train 
governed by epoch budget

Small batch sizes
"Noise dominated"

Large batch sizes
"Curvature dominated"

Previous papers have studied some of 
these questions, but often reach 

contradictory conclusions.

We provide a rigorous empirical study. 

Optimal learning rate on test             
near-independent of epoch budget



To study SGD you must specify a learning rate schedule

Matches or exceeds the original test accuracy 
for every architecture we consider

Single hyperparameter -> initial learning rate ε



Constant epoch budget

Compute cost independent of 
batch size, but number of updates 
inversely proportional to batch size.

Constant step budget

Compute cost proportional to batch 
size, but number of updates 
independent of batch size.

Unlimited compute budget

Train for as long as needed to 
minimize the training loss or 
maximize the test accuracy.

To study SGD you must specify the compute budget



Constant epoch budget

Compute cost independent of 
batch size, but number of updates 
inversely proportional to batch size.

Constant step budget

Compute cost proportional to batch 
size, but number of updates 
independent of batch size.

Unlimited compute budget

Train for as long as needed to 
minimize the training loss or 
maximize the test accuracy.

To study SGD you must specify the compute budget

Confirm existence of 
two SGD regimes

Confirm small minibatches 
generalize better

Verify benefits of large 
learning rates



Sweeping batch size at constant epoch budget

● Four popular benchmarks:

● 16-4 Wide-ResNet on CIFAR-10                                                                                    
(w/ and w/o batch normalization)

● Fully Connected Auto-Encoder on MNIST

● LSTM language model on Penn-TreeBank

● ResNet-50 on ImageNet

● Grid search over learning rates at all batch sizes

● Similar behaviour in all cases, we pick one example for brevity



Wide-ResNet w/ Batch Normalization (200 epochs)



Wide-ResNet w/ Batch Normalization (200 epochs)

Noise dominated (B < 512):

● Test accuracy independent of batch size
● Both methods identical
● Learning rate proportional to batch size

Curvature dominated (B > 512):

● Test accuracy falls as batch size increases
● Momentum outperforms SGD
● Learning rate independent of batch size 



The Two Regimes of SGD

BN1

Dynamics governed by 
error in gradient estimate

“Noise dominated”

Dynamics governed by 
shape of loss landscape

“Curvature dominated”

Learning rate 
ε

Batch size            
B

Training set 
size N

Transition surprisingly 
sharp in practice



Sweeping batch size at constant step budget

● Previous section demonstrated that the optimal 
test accuracy was higher for smaller batches 
(under a constant epoch budget)

● However, this is primarily because large batches 
were unable to minimize the training loss

● To establish whether small batches also help 
generalization, we consider a constant step 
budget

(Training loss rises with batch size 
under constant epoch budget)



Sweeping batch size at constant step budget

● Previous section demonstrated that the optimal 
test accuracy was higher for smaller batches 
(under a constant epoch budget)

● However, this is primarily because large batches 
were unable to minimize the training loss

● To establish whether small batches also help 
generalization, we consider a constant step 
budget

From now on, only consider 
SGD w/ Momentum

(Training loss rises with batch size 
under constant epoch budget)



Wide-ResNet w/ Batch Normalization (9765 steps) 

Test accuracy falls for large batches, 
even under a constant step budget!

Learning rate increases 
sublinearly with batch size



Wide-ResNet w/ Batch Normalization (9765 steps) 

Test accuracy falls for large batches, 
even under a constant step budget!

Learning rate increases 
sublinearly with batch size

Conclusion: SGD noise can help generalization                        
(likely you could replace noise with explicit regularization)



Sweeping epoch budget at fixed batch size

● Thus far, we have studied how the test accuracy depends 
on the batch size under fixed compute budgets                                                 

● We now fix the batch size, and study how the test 
accuracy and optimal learning rate change as the 
compute budget increases 



Sweeping epoch budget at fixed batch size

● Thus far, we have studied how the test accuracy depends 
on the batch size under fixed compute budgets                                                 

● We now fix the batch size, and study how the test 
accuracy and optimal learning rate change as the 
compute budget increases 

● Independently measure:
● Learning rate which maximizes test accuracy
● Learning rate which minimizes training loss



Wide-ResNet on CIFAR-10 at batch size 64:

As expected, test accuracy saturates 
after finite epoch budget

w/out batch normalization uses "SkipInit". 
See: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.10444.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.10444.pdf


Wide-ResNet on CIFAR-10 at batch size 64:

w/ Batch Normalization w/o Batch Normalization

Training set:
Optimal learning rate decays as 
epoch budget increases

Test set:
Optimal learning rate almost 
independent of epoch budget

Supports notion that large 
learning rates generalize 

well early in training



Why is SGD so hard to beat?

Stochastic optimization has two big (fr)enemies:

1) Gradient noise
2) Curvature (maximum stable learning rate)

Under constant epoch budgets, we can ignore curvature by reducing the batch size
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Why is SGD so hard to beat?

Stochastic optimization has two big (fr)enemies:

1) Gradient noise
2) Curvature (maximum stable learning rate)

Under constant epoch budgets, we can ignore curvature by reducing the batch size

Methods designed for curvature probably only help under constant step budgets/large batch training

1) Momentum
2) Adam
3) KFAC/Natural Gradient Descent

There are methods designed to tackle gradient noise (eg. SVRG),                                                                                                                                    
but currently these do not work well on neural networks                                                                                                                 
(need to preserve generalization benefit of SGD?)



Conclusions

1) How does SGD behave at different batch sizes?

2) Do large batch sizes generalize poorly?

3) What is the optimal learning rate for train vs. test performance?

Yes
(may require very large batches)

Optimal learning rate on train 
governed by epoch budget

Small batch sizes
"Noise dominated"

Large batch sizes
"Curvature dominated"

Optimal learning rate on test             
near-independent of epoch budget

Thank you for listening!


